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Abstract

This project investigated the integration of external theorem proving tools with Whiley—specifically, Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers—to increase the number of verifiable Whiley programs. The current verifier, the Whiley Constraint Solver (WyCS), is limited and hence there is a difficulty in verifying Whiley programs. This project designed and implemented an extension that supported the use of arbitrary SMT solvers with the Whiley compiler. The evaluation of this extension used the Z3 SMT solver. The evaluation confirmed the value of using external SMT solvers with Whiley by emphasising the extension’s ability to verify simple Whiley programs. However additional research would be required for applying this solution to more complex programs. This project also conducted an experiment that analysed WyCS’s rewrite rules. This research may be used to educate WyCS’s rewrite rule selection criteria, improving its verification abilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

"I call [null references] my billion-dollar mistake" —Tony Hoare [65]. Null dereferencing is the most common error in Java [19], but not the only error found within programming languages. Other common errors include divide-by-zero, integer overflow and underflow, and invalid array indexing. These errors may occur unexpectedly and are just some of the causes of failures in software applications. To understand the negative impact that software failures can have we only need to look at a few examples: the patriot missile friendly-fire incident, killing 28 soldiers and injuring many more people [16]; the NASA Mars surveyor program, where the Mars Climate Orbiter and the Mars Polar Lander were lost [72, 15]; and the Therac-25 medical electron accelerator that gave lethal radiation doses to patients [52]. The patriot missile incident was caused by a rounding error that worsened with time. The Mars Climate Orbiter was lost due to a mismatch between metric and imperial units of measurement, while the Mars Polar Lander was lost due to a sensor incorrectly indicating touch down when in fact the craft was still 40 meters away from the surface. The Therac-25 incident was caused by a counter overflow that prevented the software safety interlocks from activating.

Unit testing is a common method for discovering errors within software applications. Yet in 1972 Dijkstra claimed that "program testing can be a very effective way to show the presence of bugs, but it is hopelessly inadequate for showing their absence" [24]. Mathematical and logical reasoning are methods for statically verifying code and were advocated by Hoare, Dijkstra and others [40, 25]. Such methods may be used by tools (e.g., FindBugs [4]) or verifying compilers (e.g., Dafny [68] and Chalice [50]) to certify the correctness of a program. A decade ago Hoare proposed a grand challenge for computer science as the development of a verifying compiler, where the compiler “uses automated mathematical and logical reasoning methods to check the correctness of the programs that it compiles” [41].

The Whiley programming language—developed by David J. Pearce at Victoria University of Wellington [62]—aims to realise the verifying compiler grand challenge. The language supports design-by-contract principles, where the programmer may write function contracts in the form of pre- and post-conditions. A pre-condition is a requirement that must hold on entry into the function, e.g., \( b > 0 \) in Figure 1.1. A post-condition is a guarantee to callers about the result of the function on exit, e.g., \( a \% r = 0 \) and \( b \% r = 0 \), in Figure 1.1. These contracts can be used in conjunction with Hoare logic [40] and theorem proving techniques to mathematically verify that the program is free of certain common errors. This facilitates the development of robust software applications [62, 63].

The Whiley Constraint Solver (WyCS) is the crux of the verification process in Whiley. It differs from the majority of theorem proving tools in its fundamental data types (discussed in § 3.2.2 and § 3.3.1), making it unique, yet not without limitations. For example, in order for WyCS to support lists and maps, complex encodings must be used which hinder its per-
```plaintext
function gcd(int a, int b) => (int r)
  requires a >= 0
  requires b > 0
  ensures r >= 0
  ensures a % r == 0
  ensures b % r == 0:
  
  if a % b == 0:
    return b
  
  return gcd(b, a % b)
```

Figure 1.1: An implementation of Euclid’s greatest common divisor (GCD) algorithm [38] in Whiley. This function demonstrates the usage of pre-conditions (requires) and post-conditions (ensures).

formance and capabilities. An opportunity existed here to use an external verification tool for the verification of Whiley programs. Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers are descendent from SAT solvers and are one such class of verification tools [66]. Z3 is an example SMT solver, developed at Microsoft Research [21]. It is a high performance theorem prover that is maintained by a dedicated team of developers and won SMT-COMP [9] in both years it entered, 2007 and 2008 [10].

Using an external verification tool, such as the tried and tested Z3, could allow more Whiley programs to be verified. Thus, this project aimed to develop and evaluate a method for using such a tool in order to enhance the verification abilities of Whiley. Furthermore, this project evaluated and analysed some aspects of WyCS for future improvement of its verification abilities.

1.1 Contributions

This project has added and evaluated a verification extension to the Whiley project (1, 2) and provided research for future projects to enhance the verification abilities of WyCS (3). The main contributions are:

1. A method for using external theorem provers (i.e., SMT solvers) for the verification of contracts in Whiley programs (Chapters 3 and 4).

2. An evaluation of the above method using the existing Whiley test and benchmark suites (Chapter 5).

3. An analysis of the most frequently used and most likely activated rewrite rules in the Whiley Constraint Solver, allowing for informed future development of rewrite rule selection criteria (Chapter 6).

As of version 0.3.29, the verification extension was integrated with the Whiley project [57].
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter covers the necessary background information required to understand a) the Whiley project and b) Satisfiability Modulo Theories solvers, after which an overview of related work (programming languages and tools that provide code verification through theorem proving techniques) is given alongside how this project distinguishes itself.

2.1 The Whiley Project

The Whiley project was initiated in 2009 by David J. Pearce at Victoria University of Wellington [62]. In the past 5 years it has grown to be an excellent research tool in the area of code verification. Two of its key contributions are the Whiley programming language and the Whiley Constraint Solver, an automated theorem prover for verifying Whiley programs [60]. More information on the project can be found at its web page[1].

2.1.1 The Whiley Programming Language

Whiley is a hybrid imperative and functional programming language. It supports many of the modern language features that you might expect such as unbounded integers, pure functions, sets and union types [61]. Furthermore, Whiley incorporates a comprehensive flow-sensitive typing system that “comes close to giving [Whiley] the flexibility of a dynamic language” [58, 59]. Included in the flexibility of this typing system is the ability to automatically cast a variable to the appropriate type after a type check (with the is operator).

To demonstrate flow-sensitive typing, we provide the following code example that filters out integers from an arbitrary list. Specifically, it is demonstrated when item is automatically cast after the type check (line 4) from an any to an int within the true branch (line 5). Note that [int] is the type notation in Whiley for a list of ints.

```plaintext
function filterInts([any] items) => [int]:
    [int] result = []
    for item in items:
        if item is int:
            result = result + [item] // item has type int here
    return result
```

One of the key features that distinguishes Whiley from many programming languages is verification. Whiley is designed to use mathematical and logical reasoning to certify the
correctness of programs. As introduced in Chapter 1, the programmer may write pre- and post-conditions on functions for verification. These conditions are translated into appropriate checks (assertions) in a format that resembles First Order Logic (FOL) (full elaboration on this may be found in § 2.1.2). Additionally, Whiley automatically generates assertions for common programming errors, such as invalid array indexing. For example, take the following Whiley expression: `int item = items[i]`. When compiling this expression, the following assertion (or similar) would be generated for verification:

```markdown
assert "index out of bounds exception":
    forall ([int] items, int i):
        if:
            ...
        then:
            i >= 0
            i < |items|
```

The ellipsis under the `if` block denote the premises (line 4) and the statements under the `then` block are the checks (lines 6 and 7). The premises are omitted for brevity as they would depend upon the previous statements in and the pre-conditions of the function. This assertion checks that the variable `i` is within the bounds of the list `items`.

Unfortunately, given space constraints a more in-depth introduction to Whiley is out of the scope of this report. However the interested reader may consult the Whiley introductory tutorial [60] or language specification [61] for further information on Whiley.

### 2.1.2 The Whiley Assertion Language

The Whiley Assertion Language (WyAL) is a language for writing assertions of formulae. Each WyAL file contains a list of assertions that are designed to be verified by a verification tool.

The Whiley compiler collection contains a Verification Condition Generator which is responsible for reading a Whiley program and generating a list of assertions that—once verified—certify the correctness of the program. This generation process involves analysing the simple control flow paths of each function. To illustrate by example, Figure 2.1 shows the control flow graph for the GCD function defined in Figure 1.1 and highlights one of the simple control flow paths. The highlighted path represents the case when the conditional `a % b == 0` is false. The Verification Condition Generator analyses this path using Hoare logic [40] and generates an assertion that partially checks the function (i.e., the joint verification of all the generated assertions fully checks the function). Figure 2.2 illustrates the generated assertion; it uses the function pre-conditions (`a >= 0` and `b > 0`) and the logic inferred from the result of the conditional (`a % b != 0`) to verify one of the pre-conditions of calling `gcd(a, a % b)`, namely `a % b > 0`.

Individual assertions are also generated for cases other than just simple control flow paths and pre-conditions. For example, `array indexing` (to check the index’s bounds), `division` (to check the denominator is not 0) and `return statements` (to check the function’s post-conditions).

WyAL formulae are FOL-like, as can be seen inside the assertion of Figure 2.2. Furthermore, WyAL supports the same data types as Whiley, i.e., `lists`, `sets`, `maps`, `records`, `tuples`, etc.. One of the more interesting data types WyAL supports is `uninterpreted functions`. Uninterpreted functions are `pure`, that is, they have no side effects and calling them with the same arguments result in the same output. Additionally, they have no body—only parameter and return types. Their strength is in the ability to write assertions over them to enforce what
Figure 2.1: This figure shows the control flow graph for the GCD function in Figure 1.1. There are two simple control flow paths, one for each interpretation of the conditional (true and false). The highlighted path shows the sequence when the conditional \( a \% b = 0 \) is false.

```plaintext
assert "constraint not satisfied":
forall (int a, int b):
if:
    a >= 0
    b > 0
(a \% b) != 0
then:
    (a \% b) > 0
```

Figure 2.2: A single assertion that partially verifies the GCD function in Figure 1.1. The assertion was generated from the simple control flow path when the conditional \( a \% b = 0 \) is false (Figure 2.1). The assertion is read as follows: for all integral values of \( a \) and \( b \), if given the premises \( a \geq 0, b > 0 \) and \( (a \% b) \neq 0 \), then check that \( (a \% b) > 0 \) holds.

behaviour (relationship between the arguments and output) is desired without specifying how that behaviour is achieved.

Take the following uninterpreted function representing the absolute function as an example: \( \text{abs}(\text{int} \ a) \rightarrow (\text{int} \ r) \). At the moment if this function was used in an assertion then the output could be interpreted as any integer value, as no desired behaviour has been specified. To enforce a certain behaviour, an assertion over all the arguments is written for the function: \( \forall a \in \text{int} \bullet \text{abs}(a) \geq 0 \). This forces the output to be greater than or equal to 0, but the function behaviour is still weak as the function does not properly model an absolute function, e.g., the input argument of 3 could be related to the output of 5. To strengthen the behaviour, the following additional assertion is required: \( \forall a \in \text{int} \bullet (\text{abs}(a) = a) \lor (\text{abs}(a) = -a) \).

2.1.3 The Whiley Constraint Solver

The Whiley Constraint Solver (WyCS) is a tool (SMT solver) for verifying a list of assertions, formally termed as deciding their satisfiability. A more in-depth discussion of how SMT solvers decide the satisfiability of formulae is coming up in § 2.2.

WyCS is able to read a WyAL file and verify its list of assertions. This process involves the following steps:

1. WyCS reads in a WyAL file and translates it into the WyCS file format.
2. Transformations are performed on the WyCS file (i.e., optimisations and simplifications such as macro-expansion).

3. [Optional] The WyCS file is written to disk.

4. The WyCS file is verified.

Step 1 mentions translating a WyAL file into the WyCS file format. This translation process requires elaboration as the WyCS file format only supports a subset of WyAL’s language features. WyCS natively supports booleans, unbounded integers, nulls, unbounded rationals, sets, tuples and uninterpreted functions; it does not support the WyAL data types of bytes, characters, lists, maps and records. As such, the natively unsupported data types are encoded using WyCS’s supported data types. This is explained further in § 3.2.2.

2.2 SMT Solvers

The Boolean Satisfiability Problem (SAT) is the problem of deciding the satisfiability of a propositional logic formula. The Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) problem descends from SAT; it is the problem of deciding the satisfiability of formulae written using First Order Logic (FOL) theories. FOL extends propositional logic by including predicates and quantifiers. This area is vastly complex and a comprehensive introduction is out of the scope of this report, however the interested reader may wish to read [28] for a history of FOL and [29] for more on FOL and automated theorem proving.

A SMT solver is a verification tool that can decide the satisfiability of formulae written using FOL theories. A formula may either be satisfiable, where a model exists that satisfies them; or unsatisfiable, where no model exists that satisfies them.

To understand what this means, take the following formula (that uses a number theory):

\[ x > 1 \land x < 5 \]

In this example, \( \{ x : 2 \} \) is a model that proves the formula satisfiable. Now take \( x > 5 \land x < 0 \). It is not possible to fit any model to this formula, thus it is unsatisfiable.

SMT solvers are widely used in a range of applications including model checking and software verification [22]. In order to understand how SMT solvers may be used to verify software, we introduce the concept of formulae validity and invalidity. A formula is valid if all models satisfy it and invalid if there exists one model that violates it. Going back to the example satisfiable formula, \( x > 1 \land x < 5 \), it can be seen that this formula is also invalid as a model exists that violates it: \( \{ x : 0 \} \). There is a relationship between these concepts: valid \( \equiv \neg \text{unsatisfiable} \) and invalid \( \equiv \neg \text{satisfiable} \). This relationship is important as in order to verify software, we desire the formula to be valid (all models satisfy it). Thus, using the aforementioned relationships, if the negated formula is unsatisfiable then the original formula is valid. A more detailed explanation of SMT solvers and their applications may be found at [66, 14].

2.2.1 SMT-LIB

SMT-LIB was initiated in 2003 and was at version 2 at the time of writing [11]. It contributes a standard language specification for SMT solvers and a set of benchmarks to enable the comparison of such solvers (both available at its web page\(^2\)). The goal behind the standard language specification was to “develop and promote common input and output languages for SMT solvers”—Barrett et al [12]. As such, it defines a formal language that SMT solvers may support [11].

\(^2\)http://www.smt-lib.org/
As the domain of SMT solvers uses different terminology to most programming languages, we provide a brief overview of the important and commonly used terms throughout this report.

**Sorts** are closely related to types in traditional programming languages. Each term in SMT-LIB has a single sort. In contrast to types, there is no subtyping notion for sorts. It is possible to both *define* and *declare* new sorts. A sort definition creates an alias for another sort expression, e.g., `(define-sort AnotherNameForAnInt () Int)`. A sort declaration creates a new sort (also termed an uninterpreted sort), e.g., `(declare-sort Pair 2)`. The integer in `Pair` specifies how many type parameters the sort has. To declare the type of a term as a `Pair` two type arguments are used, i.e., `(Pair Int Int)`.

**Theories** are similar to abstract data types and their accompanying function definitions in programming languages. A theory defines a set of sorts and functions for use. For example, the *unbounded integer theory* defines an *addition* function. SMT-LIB defines a number of standard theories including but not limited to *booleans*, *unbounded integers*, *unbounded rationals* and *arrays*.

**A Logic** refers to a collection of theories for use. Not all theories are used by some formula, e.g., a formula may use booleans and integers but not rationals. It is thus possible to only use the theories that are actually required, potentially benefiting the performance of the decision process. An example logic is `QF_NIA` which refers to the theory of *quantifier-free integer arithmetic*.

The SMT-LIB theories of interest in this project were *booleans*, *unbounded integers*, *unbounded rationals*, *arrays*, *uninterpreted functions* (discussed in § 2.1.2) and *uninterpreted sorts*. Arrays in SMT-LIB are defined in the *arrays with extensionality theory*. Contrary to their name, they are more closely related to maps or dictionaries than lists. The array sort, `Array K V`, has two sort parameters: a key, `K`; and a value, `V`. It is possible to use any two sorts as the arguments to `Array`, enabling interesting interpretations as will be seen in § 4.1.3 for the encoding of sets. The arrays with extensionality theory also declares two functions, `store` and `select`. The `store` function takes an array, key and value as arguments and returns a new array. The new array mirrors the original with the exception that the specified key maps to the new value. The `select` function takes an array and key as arguments and returns the value that the key maps to.

### 2.2.2 Top SMT Solvers

The annual Satisfiability Modulo Theories Competition (SMT-COMP) was started in 2005 [10]. SMT solvers developed by numerous people and organisations compete to prove the satisfiability and unsatisfiability of a range of problems in different domains (logics), (e.g., quantifier-free problems vs. non-linear arithmetic problems). Here we mention some of the top SMT solvers from the first 6 years of competition results [10]. Note that some of the solvers overlap in the years they won because they won in different domains.

- **Z3** —winner 2007–2008. Z3 is a high performance theorem prover developed by Microsoft Research, available for both commercial and non-commercial use [21]. It first emerged in SMT-COMP in 2007 where it won 4 first and 7 second place awards. Since then, it has been at the forefront of top SMT solvers and been adopted into practice by languages and tools such as Spec# and Boogie [7, 23]. Given Z3’s design for and
success in the verification of software it was a top contender as the external theorem proving tool for this project’s extension.

- **CVC3** —winner 2006–2007 and 2009–2010. CVC3 is an open source theorem prover for SMT problems [13]. It has frequently been entered into SMT-COMP even with the development of its successor, CVC4 [8]. CVC4 bears resemblance to CVC3 only in namesake—it is a complete redevelopment of the tool with careful consideration with regards to architecture. CVC4 also showed promise in the years it entered into SMT-COMP [70]. From henceforth reference will be to CVC4 as it surpasses its predecessor in functionality and performance.

- **Yices2** —winner 2008–2009. Yices is a rich SMT solver developed by SRI International [26]. The current major version (2) built on version 1 significantly with important updates such as support for SMT-LIB (§ 2.2.1).

Our research into the competition winners provided a good summary of the top SMT solvers and will be referred to in § 3.3.

### 2.3 Related Work

There is slim tolerance for failure in software systems, especially safety-critical systems. When failure occurs, catastrophe often ensues [16, 72, 15, 52]. As such, the development of methods to ensure the correctness of software systems is an important research question [41].

Unit testing of software systems is great for discovering errors. However it is difficult and on its own, near impossible to guarantee the absence of bugs [24]. Formal model checking is an alternative that has been used to certify the correctness of flight-control systems [35], spaceflight-control systems [55], and more [17]. Event-B [1, 3]—evolved from the B method [69]—and the Rodin Platform [2] are examples of formal model checking tools. They have been used to formally verify safety-critical systems such as the Paris Métro [44, 43]. Formal modelling’s strength is in verifying states of systems and their transitions, but not in checking for actual code errors. One area explored to aid this issue is code generation from a verified model [53, 27], but this is still an open research question and has limitations.

Use of theorem proving techniques is a method for code verification. Verifying compilers and verification tools that have explored this include Spec# [7], Dafny [45] and the Extended Static Checker for Java (ESC/Java2) [30]. These languages and tools all use SMT solvers to perform the checks. We now give an overview of each language or tool alongside some of their limitations and distinctions from Whiley.

#### Spec#

Spec# is a programming language developed at Microsoft Research [7]. It extends the C# language with constructs to aid program verification. Some of the constructs it adds are non-null types, pre- and post-conditions and object invariants. The Spec# verifier (Boogie [5]) generates a list of assertions—requiring verification—in order to certify the correctness of the program.

In 2011 Barnett et al reflected on 6 years of experience with the Spec# project [6]. Many aspects were found to have worked quite well such as non-null types and Spec#’s ability to compile to a common platform. It was commented however that “if one were to do the research project again, it is not clear that extending an existing language (here, C#) is the best strategy”. This
was attributed to the language features that did not lend themselves to verification, e.g., concurrency. This is distinctly different to Whiley which was developed from scratch with verification in mind.

An additional key difference between Spec# and Whiley is modular arithmetic. Whiley supports unbounded integers and unbounded rationals, while Spec#—due to its C# base—has bounds on its integers and floating points. Bounded arithmetic can lead to issues such as floating point rounding errors [36]. Aside from the clear benefits of avoiding such unexpected behaviours, unbounded arithmetic also suits verification with its flexibility.

**Dafny**

Dafny is a research language developed by Leino at Microsoft Research [45]. It follows an imperative paradigm with support for objects and other interesting data types such as sets and sequences [42]. The compiler contains a tool called the Dafny verifier. The Dafny verifier statically checks programs to certify their correctness [48, 39]. It is worth noting that as of 2010 Dafny uses Z3 [45], one of the top SMT solvers (as per SMT-COMP). With Z3, Dafny has made a significant contribution to the field of software verification tools [49].

Dafny’s strength is in verifying the functional aspect of code. However it is limited in that it only verifies pseudo code: the compiler does not translate a Dafny program into executable code. Whiley differs in that it is aimed at being a complete compiler, as evident by its ability to compile to both Java and C.

Leino et al have contributed research on the use of theorem proving techniques for the verification of code [47, 46].

**ESC/Java2**

ESC/Java2 is a verification tool developed at the Compaq Systems Research Center [30, 51]. This tool utilises theorem proving and program analysis techniques to find common programming errors (null dereferencing, divide-by-zero, etc.). In 2002 it used the SMT solver Simplify to perform these checks [30].

ESC/Java2 performs program analysis by reading in constraint annotations. For example, one such field constraint could be `/*@non_null*/` `int[]` `data` which specifies that the field `data` may not be `null`. Further supported constraint annotations include object invariants and method pre- and post-conditions.

The authors feared that the tool “could be too slow for interactive use” —Flanagan et al [30]. As such, verification soundness was often sacrificed in the tool’s development in order to improve the performance in areas such as loop unrolling and object invariants. With Whiley being designed for verification from the beginning, it removed some of the complications that caused this need for unsoundness. Performance however is still a concern as Whiley’s verification tool (WyCS) can take some time to verify assertions.
Chapter 3
Design

This chapter covers the design decisions and the rationale for them within this project. This project involved developing an extension to enable the use of external theorem provers (SMT solvers) with Whiley. Thus, there were three key areas in particular that required careful consideration:

1. The Whiley project architecture and how the extension would integrate.
2. The input file format the extension would read for translation (e.g., WyAL or WyCS).
3. The output file format and target technology to use (e.g., SMT-LIB, Z3, CVC4, ...).

The extension required integration with the Whiley compiler collection (1) in order to translate an appropriate file format (2) into a format supported by an external SMT solver (3). The resultant translation would then be verified by the target external SMT solver. The translation stage posed a key challenge in this project due to the differences between the file format’s supported data types, e.g., WyAL supports lists but WyCS and SMT-LIB do not. Table 3.1 details these differences and will be referred to in the upcoming sections. The table categorises each data type–file format pair as either a) natively supported, b) unsupported but may be encoded or c) unsupported. An encoding refers to representing one data type using one or more supported data types. For example, a list can be encoded as a set of 2-tuples (i.e., pairs) where the first element in the tuple is the list element index. The use of encodings will be discussed further in the rest of the chapter.

3.1 The Whiley Project Architecture

Before beginning, some terminology is clarified here.

The Whiley project is a collection of tools—or plugins—that may be used to compile, verify and run Whiley applications.

The Whiley compiler collection is the framework that combines the plugins to create a harmonious compiler.

The Whiley compiler is the plugin used in the Whiley compiler collection to compile Whiley files into Whiley Intermediate Language (WyIL) files.

A Whiley program is a piece of software written in the Whiley language.
### Table 3.1: Comparison of supported data types in Whiley, WyAL, WyCS and SMT-LIB. A white entry marks a natively supported data type, a cyan entry marks an unsupported data type but may be supported with the use of an encoding, and a red entry marks an unsupported data type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Whiley</th>
<th>WyAL</th>
<th>WyCS</th>
<th>SMT-LIB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boolean</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byte</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integer</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rational</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuple</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Void</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recursive</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Whiley project is designed as a modular collection of plugins. Each plugin has a different purpose, e.g., translating one file format into another or validating a file. A list of the main plugins and their purposes follow:

- **Whiley Compiler (WyC)** — responsible for syntactically and semantically validating a Whiley file before translating it to a WyIL file. This plugin also performs all the necessary pre-processing steps—such as name resolution—on the Whiley file. The WyIL file is a much more managable intermediate representation for Whiley programs that supports pipeline application. Some pipelines that are applied are constant propagation, dead code elimination and live variable analysis. Subsequent plugins then utilise the WyIL file as their input.

- **Whiley Java Compiler (WyJC)** — responsible for translating a WyIL file into a Class file [64]. The Class file may then be executed on the Java Virtual Machine with the assistance of a provided runtime library.

- **Whiley C Compiler (WyCC)** — responsible for translating a WyIL file into a C file. The C file may then be natively compiled and executed using a tool such as the GNU Compiler Collection [71].

- **Verification Condition Generator** — responsible for reading a WyIL file and generating a list of assertions that will—once verified—certify the correctness of the original Whiley file. The list of assertions are written out into a WyAL file for successive plugins to read and verify. Section 2.1.2 introduced and explained the verification condition generation process.
Figure 3.1: The Whiley compiler collection architecture. This figure shows the relationship between the plugins and their input/output file formats. The blue file formats are critical to most of the plugins and the orange file formats are related to verification. At the time of design, a choice needed to be made about which file format this project’s extension should integrate with: either WyAL or WyCS. This opportunity is illustrated by the \( \varphi \) decision symbol and is discussed in § 3.2.

- **Whiley Constraint Solver (WyCS)** — responsible for certifying the correctness of a Whiley program by verifying its list of assertions. This verification process is led by the translation of the WyAL file into a WyCS file. This is required as WyCS only supports a subset of WyAL’s language features (discussed in § 3.2.1 and § 3.2.2).

The relationship between these plugins is shown in Figure 3.1, along with an extra node representing this project’s extension. The plugin nature of the Whiley project made the development of an extension elementary. The structure of the Whiley compiler collection made the integration of such an extension just as straightforward. Thus, the extension can be viewed as the following plugin:

- **Extension** — responsible for certifying the correctness of a Whiley program by verifying its list of assertions. This plugin provides an alternative to WyCS for the certification of a Whiley program.

The node in Figure 3.1 demonstrates this new plugin and illustrates a key design decision regarding the integration of the extension (discussed in § 3.2).

### 3.2 Integration

The Verification Condition Generator reads in a WyIL file and generates a list of assertions for verification from the Whiley function contracts. This list is available for input in either the WyAL or the WyCS file format. Hence, this marked the two possible integration points for the extension:

- After the WyAL file format is generated.
- After the WyCS file format is generated.

What follows is an analysis of the differences in these file formats and the pros and cons of integrating at each point.
3.2.1 The WyAL File Format

The WyAL file format aims to be FOL-like while retaining the majority of data type information from the original Whiley source. It can be seen in Table 3.1 that it supports almost all of Whiley’s data types, with the exclusion of intersections, functions and recursive types.

The main pros and cons of using the WyAL file for the integration point would be that (almost) no information has yet been lost. It would be up to the translator and target technology to choose how to represent each of the data types. For example, maps and lists could have a one-to-one mapping to the native array data type (§ 2.2.1).

During translation to the WyCS file format, the WyCS plugin also performs optimisations and simplifications to the code. Thus, one disadvantage of integrating at the WyAL level would be that some optimisations would not have yet been performed, e.g., macro expansion. In addition, any optimisations added to WyCS in the future would also be excluded, meaning that if they were desired, modification of the extension would be required.

3.2.2 The WyCS File Format

The WyCS file format has had optimisations and simplifications performed prior to translation. It natively supports sets and tuples as its base complex data types. Thus, some data types available at the WyAL level are encoded using these when translating from WyAL to WyCS. Table 3.1 shows all of the data types that require some form of encoding. These data types and encodings are as follows:

- **Bytes** are encoded as integers.
- **Characters** are encoded as integers.
- **Lists** are encoded as sets of 2-tuples, where the first element in the tuple is the list element index. This encoding includes conjectures that enforce common properties of a list, e.g., continuity: a list containing an element at index \( n \) also contains elements at the indices 0 through to \( n - 1 \).
- **Maps** are encoded as sets of 2-tuples, where the first element in the tuple is the map key. This encoding includes conjectures that enforce common properties of a map, e.g., uniqueness: a map key only occurs once.
- **Records** are encoded as \( n \)-tuples, where each tuple element corresponds to a field in the record. This encoding is straightforward as both records and tuples are finite sets of (differently) typed elements.

Using the WyCS file format as the input for the translation would alleviate the need to encode all data types. Lists, maps and records would all be pre-encoded and come with property conjectures. Furthermore, any changes that are made at the WyCS level would immediately be reflected in the external SMT solver without direct alteration of the extension.

The drawback is no flexibility in their encoding. Maps and lists would already be encoded as sets of tuples, which means that after encoding sets and tuples in the target language (e.g., SMT-LIB), maps and lists would effectively be encoded twice. This would be inefficient and would introduce performance limitations. For example, maps require a conjecture enforcing unique keys, whereas if they were directly encoded as arrays they would not require this (§ 2.2.1).
3.2.3 Design Decision

The differences between the two decisions was clear. Integrating at the WyAL file format would provide flexibility in how the data types are encoded, while at the WyCS file format, the extension would utilise pre-existing code and prior well-reasoned encoding decisions; the negative consequence being that some data types may effectively be encoded twice.

The concluded decision was to integrate at the WyCS file format. The key reason behind this was that it utilised pre-existing optimisations and simplifications. We believed that the double encoding issue would not have a huge impact on performance as sets seemed a natural base data type and had efficient encodings as arrays (discussed in § 4.1.3).

3.3 Target Technology

In order to improve the verification abilities of Whiley we wanted to use a top of the line external theorem proving tool. Our hyphothesis was that it would be more efficient and bug-free than the current verification tool, WyCS.

Section 2.2.1 introduced SMT-LIB, a standard language specification for SMT solvers. SMT-LIB would provide a common interface for integrating the extension with external SMT solvers. As such, the inclusion of a language specification as one of the possible target technologies meant the extension would be portable.

SMT-COMP provided a comprehensive listing of the current top performing SMT solvers. It further summarised the SMT solvers by their aptitude in different theories and logics. To recap from § 2.2.1, a logic refers to a group of theories, e.g., unbounded integers and arrays. Thus, it was possible to narrow down the list of viable SMT solvers by analysing the requirements of the WyCS data types. This narrowed list included Z3, CVC4 and Simplify—all of which support SMT-LIB.

In addition, the research of Barnett et al with verifying compilers provided findings of prior experience on using SMT solvers in the verification of software: specifically the success of Z3 with Dafny and Spec# [45, 6] and the use of Simplify with ESC/Java2 [51]. Prior to 2007 Dafny and Spec# also used Simplify. However De Moura and Bjørner note a substantial improvement in performance after moving to Z3 [21].

Thus, three main options presented themselves as candidates for the extension’s target technology. These options were: the language specification SMT-LIB and the SMT solvers Z3 and CVC4. A discussion of their pros and cons follow.

3.3.1 SMT-LIB

SMT-LIB provides a language specification for SMT solvers (§ 2.2.1). Both Z3 and CVC4 support SMT-LIB [20].

Using a standardised language specification would mean that the end implementation was portable between different SMT solvers—provided they support it. It would add a level of indirection, decoupling it from any one external SMT solver. Thus, it would be easy to swap out one solver for another, or even to use multiple solvers to verify a Whiley program. In such cases, the Whiley compiler collection could attempt to use one solver, but if it timed-out or was unable to solve the list of assertions, it could try use another. While this concept was out of the scope of this project, it was interesting to keep in mind as a possibility for future work.

SMT-LIB supports the common language features of booleans, unbounded integers, unbounded rationals, arrays, uninterpreted functions and uninterpreted sorts. This language feature
set highlights one negative consequence of using SMT-LIB; other SMT solvers support a superset of SMT-LIB, e.g., Z3 and CVC4 support records. It should be noted however that SMT-LIB’s language features are comprehensive and sufficient to encode most constraint problems. Language features such as records can be encoded in SMT-LIB with low impact on performance.

3.3.2 Z3

Z3 is a high performance theorem prover developed by Microsoft Research [21] (discussed in § 2.2.2). It is targeted at verifying assertions that are generated from program constraints, thus making it an ideal target technology for this project.

Z3 supports a superset of the SMT-LIB language features. Some of the more interesting data types it supports above and beyond SMT-LIB are records, enumerations and recursive types. Recursive types are of particular interest as they are present in Whiley but not (yet) WyAL and WyCS. Particular details of how Z3 handles recursive data types are not covered in this report, but their existence is important for future work (§ 7.1).

3.3.3 CVC4

CVC4 is an open source theorem prover developed in collaboration by New York University and University of Iowa [8] (discussed in § 2.2.2). It is the successor of CVC3 and due to its total redevelopment, has a highly optimised internal design.

Similar to Z3, CVC4 is also a superset of SMT-LIB and further supports records and recursive types. Interestingly, CVC4 additionally supports function types. Function types are only used at the Whiley level, so while they are not currently required, they would be available if WyAL and WyCS ever wish to support them. One key language feature that CVC4 does not support is function overloading. While function overloading is not necessary (e.g., the function’s parameter types could be mangled into its name), it definitely would help make the translation simpler and clearer.

3.3.4 Design Decision

SMT-LIB was chosen as the target technology. A standard language specification was ideal for this project; it helped future proof the extension by decoupling it from any one external SMT solver. Thus, if a new SMT solver showed promise or an old one was discontinued, it would be simple to change the target SMT solver.

SMT-LIB was the target technology, but an external SMT solver was still required for the verification of the extension’s output. Z3 was chosen as this solver for the development and evaluation of the extension. The two main reasons for this were:

1. Z3’s success with other verifying compilers (Dafny [45], Spec# [6]).

2. Z3 supports function overloading while CVC4 does not.

This decision should have slim impact on the implementation of the extension. The extension was designed to be decoupled from any one external SMT solver such that users of the extension are not limited to Z3 and may equally use CVC4 themselves.
Chapter 4

Implementation

This chapter discusses key implementation details of the extension. To recap from Chapter 3, “the extension required integration with the Whiley compiler collection in order to translate an appropriate file format into a format supported by an external SMT solver”. The integration with the Whiley compiler collection was straightforward due to its modular design, thus this chapter focuses on the translation stage, specifically, translating files written in the WyCS file format into the SMT-LIB format. This may be broken up into two categories:

- Encoding the WyCS native data types that are unavailable in the SMT-LIB file format.
- Encoding the WyCS native functions and operations that are unavailable in the SMT-LIB file format.

4.1 Encoding Native Data Types

There is a mismatch between the natively supported data types of WyCS and SMT-LIB. Specifically, WyCS supports booleans, unbounded integers, nulls, unbounded rationals, sets, tuples and uninterpreted functions. SMT-LIB supports booleans, unbounded integers, unbounded rationals, arrays, uninterpreted functions and uninterpreted sorts.

WyCS further supports the any data type. Although it is not possible to declare a value as any, it is important in subtyping relations. However, the use of any and subtyping was considered out of scope of this project and is discussed in future work (§ 7.1).

The following sections thus discuss the translation and encoding of WyCS’s native data types (excluding any) into SMT-LIB.

4.1.1 Booleans, Unbounded Integers, Nulls and Unbounded Rationals

The WyCS primitive data types (booleans, unbounded integers and unbounded rationals) all had direct mappings to equivalent sorts in SMT-LIB. The respective equivalent sorts were Bool, Int and Real. Nulls were not natively supported, but were represented as a singleton of a newly declared sort:

```
1 (declare-sort Null 0)
2 (declare-fun NULL () Null)
```

Basic operations such as boolean conjunction and integer addition are also natively supported in SMT-LIB. However one unsupported operation in SMT-LIB is integer remainder, despite the fact that the majority of SMT solvers support it. This presented a difficulty in the implementation of the extension. Ideally the extension was to be decoupled from any one
external SMT solver yet, in order to support integer remainder, a dependency on individual SMT solvers’ syntaxes would be required. Unfortunately this was unavoidable. Despite this, minimizing the coupling of the extension to individual SMT solvers still remained a priority.

4.1.2 Tuples

Tuples are an immutable, ordered list of elements. The elements may have the same or different types, e.g., \( r = (5, \text{true}) \) is a 2-tuple of an integer and boolean.

WyCS has native support for tuples; they are a core data type. SMT-LIB does not natively support them and hence, they required an encoding. It is worth mentioning that some SMT solvers provide native support for tuples (Z3 [54] and CVC4 [56]—to name two), however as the target technology was the SMT-LIB format, these native features were not used.

Two options for encoding tuples were explored: using name mangling and using an uninterpreted sort. What follows is a discussion of these two encodings with the final implementation decision and reasons.

Encoded with Name Mangling

The immutable nature of tuples opened up the possibility of encoding them into SMT-LIB with name mangling. In this method, an \( n \)-tuple would have \( n \) variables declared, one for each of its elements. For example, taking the above 2-tuple, \( r \), the two elements (at indices 0 and 1) would be declared as two distinct variables:

1. \( \text{(declare-fun r_0 () Int)} \)
2. \( \text{(declare-fun r_1 () Bool)} \)

Note that a variable in SMT-LIB is just an uninterpreted function without any parameters. The main benefit of this method would be the lack of additional uninterpreted sorts (§ 2.2.1). Uninterpreted functions and sorts are frequently accompanied by quantifiers: quantifier instantiation is a well-known issue for SMT solvers [67, 33, 32].

A limitation with name mangling is the inability to pass a tuple as a single value, e.g., for a single assignment to another tuple or for an addition to a set. This would not affect assignment or equality statements as they may be written in full using a conjunction, but it would affect the use of tuples as sort arguments—as is needed in the case of sets. To illustrate this, take the following variable declaration where \( rs \) is declared as a set of ?s:

1. \( \text{(declare-fun rs () (Set ?)} \)

The set sort takes a single sort argument (§ 2.2.1) that specifies its element’s sort, yet there is no valid possible tuple sort to use here. Hence, with name mangling it is not possible to declare a set of tuples. This was considered a key limitation in this encoding method.

Encoded as an Uninterpreted Sort

Tuples may also be encoded as uninterpreted sorts (§ 2.2.1), wherein a \( n \)-tuple would be encoded as a sort with \( n \) sort parameters. The sort parameters would indicate the sorts of the tuple’s elements. We illustrate here an example declaration of a 2-tuple sort in SMT-LIB.

1. \( \text{(declare-sort Tuple2 2)} \)

This sort requires two sort arguments whenever used. For example, here is a declaration of a variable as a 2-tuple:

1. \( \text{(declare-fun r () (Tuple2 Int Bool))} \)
Here the variable \( r \) has been declared as a 2-tuple of an integer and boolean (referred to in this report as an *interpretation* of the sort). The sort declaration may be used for other interpretations of 2-tuples, e.g., a 2-tuple of a boolean and boolean. Thus the initial 2-tuple sort declaration does not need repeating. However, other tuple sizes would still require new sort declarations (e.g., a 3-tuple).

Nothing is yet known about this new sort; in order to work with the tuple, corresponding element retrieval functions would need declaration. This involves declaring a retrieval function for each tuple element in a given tuple sort interpretation. Here we give some example retrieval function declarations and usages:

1. \( \text{declare-fun get0 ((Tuple2 Int Bool)) Int} \)
2. \( \text{declare-fun get1 ((Tuple2 Int Bool)) Bool} \)
3. \( \text{(assert (= (get0 r) 0))} \)
4. \( \text{(assert (= (get1 r) true))} \)
5. \( \text{(assert (not (= (get0 r) (get1 r))))} \)

The integer suffix on the functions’ names represents the index of the element for retrieval. Uninterpreted functions in SMT-LIB are pure, that is, they have no side effects and are predictable (§ 2.1.2). As such, this enforced the immutability property of tuples; once an element inside the tuple is set it cannot be changed.

Notice how the get functions take the tuple sort interpretation \( \text{(Tuple2 Int Bool)} \) as opposed to a generic type (e.g., \( \text{Tuple2 A B} \)). This is because while there is support for sort parameters in uninterpreted sorts, there is no support for generics in uninterpreted functions. Thus, these retrieval declarations would require repetition for other interpretations of the tuple sort.

A consequence of using uninterpreted sorts for the encoding is that there is no information known about them. This means there is no notion of equality between two tuples and one must be asserted:

1. \( \text{(assert (forall ((tuple0 (Tuple2 Int Bool)) (tuple1 (Tuple2 Int Bool))))} \)
2. \( \text{(xor (and (= (get0 tuple0) (get0 tuple1))} \)
3. \( \text{ (= (get1 tuple0) (get1 tuple1)))} \)
4. \( \text{(distinct tuple0 tuple1))))} \)

As alluded to in the previous section, this use of an uninterpreted sort requires a quantified conjecture (to enforce the notion of equality over all tuples). Furthermore, the number of quantified conjectures only increases with the addition of more tuple sort interpretations. Given the difficulty of quantifier instantiation for SMT solvers [67, 33, 32], this becomes the main limitation in this encoding method. The consequence of this is the occasional inability of SMT solvers to decide the satisfiability of a list of assertions.

One benefit of this method however would be the ability to use tuples as single values, e.g., having sets of tuples.

**Implementation Decision**

The implementation chosen was to use uninterpreted sorts to encode tuples. The reason for this was the fact that this option supported sets of tuples, while name mangling did not. Name mangling may have had efficiency benefits owing to the lack of quantifiers, but the comprehensive usage of tuples as set elements meant that name mangling had to be discarded as a viable option.
4.1.3 Sets

Sets are unordered collections of elements that do not contain duplicate elements (i.e., each element is unique). For example, \( r = \{0, 1\} \) is a set with 2 elements and is semantically the same as \( r = \{1, 0, 1\} \).

WyCS natively supports sets as one of its core data types. They are used in conjunction with tuples to represent other complex data types, such as lists and maps. In contrast, SMT-LIB does not natively support sets, rather it supports arrays (§ 2.2.1).

Two possible encodings for sets were explored in this project and are explained below before the implementation decision and reasons are summarised.

Encoded as a Cons Operator

A set may be encoded as the concatenation of a head element and tail set. This is generally referred to as the cons(construct) operator and is described in detail by Bradley et al [18]. It is more commonly used for lists, but could equally be applied to sets, although extra care would need to be taken when adding and removing elements to sets in order to maintain their uniqueness property. The following demonstrates how the set, \( r \), would look in SMT-LIB:

1 (assert (= r (cons 0 (cons 1 empty))))

As shown, this encoding provides an easy mechanism for building up set constants, yet it faces similar limitations to the encoding of tuples as uninterpreted sorts (§ 2.2.1). Quantified conjectures would be required to include the notion of equality. Furthermore, complications could arise when adding and removing elements from sets due to their uniqueness property. Either a check for containership would need to be done before the addition of elements or the removal function would need to recurse through the set to remove all instances.

Encoded as Arrays

Sets could also be encoded as arrays in SMT-LIB. In this method a set would be encoded as a defined sort—an array of \( T \) to \( \text{Bool} \):

1 (define-sort Set (T) (Array T Bool))

This defines an alias for an array that has 1 sort parameter, \( T \). Here, the boolean value would be used to represent whether an element is contained within the set (true) or not (false). Any sort argument may be provided when interpreting the set sort definition. For instance, we could declare \( r \) as a set of integers:

1 (declare-fun r () (Set Int))
2 (assert (= r (add (add empty 0) 1)))

The variable \( r \) is built up using the add function and the empty constant. The add function and empty constant would require definitions for each interpretation of the set sort.

1 (define-fun add ((set (Set Int)) (t Int)) (Set Int)
2 (store set t true))

The add function utilises the pre-existing function for arrays, store (§ 2.2.1). In this example, the store function returns a new array with the key, \( t \), mapped to the new value, true. This means the add function would also return the resultant set after the operation. For brevity, two additional functions remove and contains have been omitted, but

\[ Z3 \text{ represents sets similarly in their tutorial [54]} \]
remove would be defined similar to add and contains would use the second pre-existing function for arrays, select (§ 2.2.1).

The uniqueness property of sets would be enforced when the set element is used as the key in the array—a key is mapped to exactly one value at a time. Thus, r could also have been built up as:

1. (assert (= r (add (add (add empty 1) 0) 1)))

Furthermore, arrays have a pre-defined notion of equality. This would be inherently utilised in this encoding, providing a potential performance benefit over the cons encoding method.

In the prior examples a set was built up using the empty constant as the base. This constant would be declared as follows:

1. (declare-fun empty () (Set Int))
2. (assert (not (exists ((t Int)) (contains (as empty (Set Int)) t))))

The declaration includes a quantified conjecture to say that the empty constant is in fact, empty. Overloading the empty constant’s name caused some issues in expressions where its type could not be inferred. For example, when building up r, it may be difficult to infer the type of empty as Set Int. WyCS had already determined the type of these expressions and thus, these could be used to explicitly qualify empty’s type, e.g., (as empty (Set Int)). A limitation would still exist for examples where the type of empty was not previously determined, e.g., (length empty).

**Implementation Decision**

The implementation chosen was to encode sets as arrays in SMT-LIB. The main reason for this was that it allowed us to capitalise on pre-existing functions such as store and select. Furthermore, the uniqueness property and equality notion would be naturally enforced, removing the need to include additional quantified conjectures.

### 4.2 Encoding Native Functions

WyCS supports three native functions that do not have equivalents in SMT-LIB. These are the set length, subset and proper subset functions. Thus, each was encoded as either a defined or uninterpreted function. These function encodings are described in detail in the upcoming sections.

#### 4.2.1 Set Length

WyCS sets were encoded in SMT-LIB using arrays (§ 4.1.3). Arrays do not provide any notion of length, yet set length is a native function of WyCS. Thus, one must be defined (for each interpretation of a set sort) as an uninterpreted function:

1. (declare-fun length ((Set Int)) Int)

This function was conceptually defined to take a set and return its length. The length of a set can be thought of as having the following properties:

1. A set’s length is 0 or more.
2. A set’s length is proportional to the number of elements within it.
Property 1 was easy to assert.

(assert (forall ((set (Set Int))) (<= 0 (length set))))

Property 2 was more difficult. In SMT-LIB, there is no method for retrieving the number of elements in an array. Thus Property 2 had to be defined inductively.

(assert (forall ((set (Set Int))))
  (=> (distinct set (as empty (Set Int))) ; (a)
      (exists (t Int)) ; (b)
      (and (contains set t)
           (= (length set)
               (+ 1 (length (remove set t)))))))

This conjecture states that a set is either empty (a) or there exists some element, t, contained within it (b). In the latter case (b), the sets length is hence equal to 1 plus the length of the set excluding t.

These two conjectures contain some quantifiers: a forall in each and a nested exists in Property 2’s conjecture. This introduces two limitations when verifying any constraints that utilise this set length encoding. The first pertains to performance and quantifier instantiation (as explained under Encoded as an Uninterpreted Sort in § 4.1.2). The second pertains to the ability to check for satisfiability. SMT solvers will now sometimes produce the result unknown when checking for the satisfiability of the constraint; they can however still check—comparatively easily—for the unsatisfiability.

Take the following example set from the previous section:

(declare-fun r () (Set Int))
(assert (= r (add (add empty 0) 1)))

If we desired to check the length of r, we would have to check for unsatisfiability as follows:

(assert (distinct (length r) 2))
(check-sat)

Note that the (check-sat) directive gets the SMT solver to decide the satisfiability. This means it may return unsatisfiable or unknown, as well as satisfiable.

If we had attempted to check for satisfiability (i.e., (assert (= (length r) 2))), then the SMT solver would have returned unknown. However as we were checking for unsatisfiability, the SMT solver would return unsatisfiable.

The first limitation (a decrease in performance due additional quantifiers) hinders the verification ability of the extension. However the second limitation (may only check for unsatisfiability) does not affect the verification of Whiley programs. This is because during verification we require formula validity and as explained in § 2.2. Thus, we only need to check for unsatisfiability and not satisfiability.

This length function encoding works well for simple problems, yet it is still subject to the weaknesses of FOL. In particular, it is difficult to have a finite set of axioms that state all properties of sets and their lengths. As an example, there is a relationship between sets’ lengths and the operations performed on them (e.g., union and intersection). This is referred to as the inclusion-exclusion principle: \(|A \cup B| = |A| + |B| - |A \cap B|\). Suter et al have developed a decision procedure for sets with length constraints in SMT problems [73]. However their research had boundaries that sets are not constrained by in the Whiley language. For example, their research was constrained to sets of integral values.
4.2.2 Subset and Proper Subset

WyCS has native support for the subset and proper subset functions. These functions take two sets and check to see whether they are (proper) subsets (returning true if they are and false otherwise). The definition for the proper subset function is as follows:

```latex
(define-fun subseteq ((first (Set Int)) (second (Set Int))) Bool
(forall ((t Int))
  (=> (contains first t) (contains second t))))
```

The proper subset function ($\subseteq$) states that if $\text{first}$ is a proper subset of $\text{second}$, then every element in $\text{first}$ is also contained within $\text{second}$.

The subset function can be defined as a proper subset with an extra condition, that the two sets are distinct.

```latex
(define-fun subset ((first (Set Int)) (second (Set Int))) Bool
(and (subseteq first second)
     (distinct first second)))
```

An alternative way of saying two sets are distinct would be to check their lengths; if their lengths are different then clearly the sets must be different. This alternative was briefly considered before we recognised that it would utilise the length function, which contains nested quantifiers. The equality notion for sets (arrays) on the other hand would only use a top-level quantifier. Thus we believed the equality definition would be more efficient.

Similar to the union and intersection functions, there are relationships between the subset and proper subset functions and sets’ lengths. Specifically, if $a$ and $b$ are sets and $a$ is a subset of $b$, then the length of $a$ must be less than or equal to the length of $b$. A similar relationship exists for the proper subset of two sets. Mathematically these relationships are written as follows: $a \subseteq b \implies |a| \leq |b|$ and $a \subset b \implies |a| < |b|$. In order to enforce this relationship extra conjectures would be required. While such conjectures were written for the extension, we found that they introduced too many quantifiers and verification either returned unknown or timed-out. As such, they were excluded from the final version of the extension.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

This chapter details the evaluation method for the verification extension of the Whiley project. The main aim of the extension was to enhance the verification abilities of Whiley. Four experiments were run in order to evaluate the solution developed. The experiments utilised pre-existing JUnit test suites and benchmarks from the Whiley project.

The first and second experiments evaluated and compared the extension’s accuracy and execution time with WyCS’s on the WyCS JUnit test suite\(^1\). The WyCS test suite is written in the WyAL file format and is aimed at explicitly testing the verification abilities of WyCS. Results from these experiments reflected the correctness of the extension’s translation process and the efficiency of the translated formulae.

The third experiment looked at a more complete picture with the Whiley JUnit test suite\(^2\). The Whiley test suite is written in Whiley and tests the compiler collection as a whole (compilation and verification). Results from this experiment reflected the verification abilities of the external SMT solver on Whiley programs, i.e., how well the external SMT solver handled more detailed and representative translations.

The fourth experiment evaluated and compared the extension with WyCS on the Whiley benchmarks\(^3\). The Whiley benchmarks are also written in Whiley and test the compiler collection as a whole. Results here further reflected the verification abilities of the external SMT solver on Whiley programs.

5.1 Experiment 1 – WyCS JUnit Tests

The WyCS JUnit tests are written in the WyAL file format. They explicitly test native language features of WyCS such as integer operations (addition, subtraction, etc.) and set operations (subset, length, etc.). Thus, this experiment directly tested the completeness of the extension as well as its ability to correctly translate WyCS’s language features.

5.1.1 Methodology

The test suite contains a valid and an invalid test group. Tests in the valid group were expected to be compilable and verifiable. Tests in the invalid group were expected to be either un compilable or un verifiable; they were used to check that an error is reported when the formulae in the tests are known to be wrong.

\(^1\)https://github.com/Whiley/WhileyCompiler/tree/master/modules/wycs/tests/
\(^2\)https://github.com/Whiley/WhileyCompiler/tree/master/tests/
\(^3\)https://github.com/Whiley/WyBench/
The experiment aimed to evaluate the extension’s translation accuracy and performance against WyCS. Z3 was used with the extension for the reasons explained in §3.3. At the time of evaluation, Z3 was at version 4.1 and Whiley and WyCS were at version 0.3.27.

All of the tests within each test group were selected for the experiment unless they failed due to issues with the Whiley compiler (as opposed to the verification tools). These tests were removed prior to the experiment to allow for a fair evaluation of just the verification tools. Furthermore, some of the tests caused WyCS to get stuck, i.e., enter an infinite loop. These tests were ignored for just WyCS and were treated as failed tests. The selected tests for each test group were run with each verification tool (WyCS and Z3) and the results recorded.

A variety of configuration options are available for WyCS and the extension. This experiment used the default compiler configuration options and are included as an appendix (Appendix A). A full explanation of the options and their meaning is considered out of the scope of this project, however a partial understanding of WyCS’s options may be gained by reading §6.1.

The verification tools ideally terminate with the result of either satisfiable or unsatisfiable. In the event that a tool is unable to decide the satisfiability of some formulae in a reasonable time frame, it is force terminated and reports the result of unknown. It is worth noting that WyCS and the extension contain different forced termination criteria for handling large formulae. WyCS terminates based on the number of reduction or inference rules activated (introduced in §6.1), while the extension terminates based on a time-out value. The limitations of the extension using a time-out value is discussed in §5.1.2.

5.1.2 Limitations and Implications

Provided that a JUnit test does not throw an error, they may return one of two results: pass or fail. Unfortunately this was not enough to describe the three possible results of a verification tool: satisfiable, unsatisfiable or unknown. A result of unsatisfiable corresponded to a passed JUnit test and the results of satisfiable and unknown both corresponded to a failed JUnit test. The consequence of this was no adequate method for distinguishing—by just looking at the passed and failed statistics—whether the verification tool got an incorrect result (satisfiable) or was just unable to solve the problem before forced termination (unknown). It was possible however—given that there was only a small number of tests in the test suite—to look at individual tests to determine why they failed. This was valuable as the distinction between incorrect results and forced termination is important in comparing the performance of the verification tools.

WyCS and the extension use different forced termination criteria, introducing a limitation on some of the tests that terminated prematurely (i.e., returned unknown). A WyCS file contains multiple formulae to check, wherein WyCS resets its termination criteria when verifying each formula. The extension likewise translates a WyCS file into a single SMT-LIB file with multiple formulae. However, SMT-LIB only supports time-out criteria for entire files and not individual formulae. Thus, as the number of formulae increase, it becomes more likely that the extension would be forced to terminate prematurely. While this was a limitation with the extension (and only for the small subset of tests that returned unknown), we found that doubling the time-out value for the extension and re-running the evaluation had no effect on the results. Thus, it was unclear whether further increasing the time-out value or splitting the formulae up into separate files would actually help with verification.
WyCS passed all of the invalid tests while Z3 failed 20—due to returning unknown. This meant that Z3 was force terminated on these tests, as opposed to arriving at an incorrect result (§5.1.2).

WyCS ignored two valid tests as they caused WyCS to enter an infinite loop, and thus were treated as failed tests but not as incorrect results. In contrast, Z3 did not enter any infinite loops on the tests.

5.1.4 Discussion

The results of running WyCS and Z3 on the WyCS test suite showed that there was no clear best tool. Z3 did not surpass WyCS by a significant margin as it was hypothesised to do so. Instead it performed similarly to WyCS, corroborating the value of using an external SMT solver for the verification of Whiley programs. It may be concluded that the extension accurately translated the majority of WyCS features as Z3 was able to verify many of them.

Furthermore, while Z3 had a number of failed tests (20 for the invalid test group), these failed tests were not due to incorrect results. This means Z3 may be used for the verification of Whiley programs as there were no false negatives.

An in-depth look at some of Z3’s failed tests was taken. The majority of the failed tests utilised complex data structures such as sets or lists. This meant that multiple quantified conjectures were present, potentially making it difficult for Z3 to perform well (§4.1.3). It was hence theorised that reducing the number of quantified conjectures may have improved the results. One way of accomplishing this would have been to integrate at the WyAL level, which is discussed in detail later on as future work (§7.1).

An additional reason some of the tests failed was due to the omission of conjectures asserting the relation between the set subset, proper subset and length operators (§4.2.2). Despite their absence, they did not cause any false negatives, only some false positives. The use of the conjectures was experimented with; it was found that their presence allowed some tests to pass, but caused more to fail. Hence it was concluded that the absence of the conjectures would be better as it provided a higher success rate.

5.2 Experiment 2 – Performance over WyCS JUnit Tests

Experiment 1 evaluated the extension’s accuracy in translating WyCS into SMT-LIB. This experiment was aimed at evaluating the extension’s performance in terms of execution time. The experiment was performed by repeating Experiment 1 multiple times with each verification tool to calculate timed run statistics. It was performed over the WyCS test suite (as opposed to the Whiley test suite) in order to gain an accurate comparison of just the verification tools and not the whole compilation process.
5.2.1 Methodology

This experiment was run using the WyCS test suite. As our interest was in the comparison of WyCS’s and the extension with Z3’s verification abilities, only tests that were compilable were selected.

Calculating statistics over Java applications required care. Variables such as Just-in-time compilation, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) startup time and Garbage Collection (GC) runs needed to have their variance minimized in order to gain accurate performance statistics of the verification tools involved. Minimization of these variances was achieved by using performance evaluation techniques such as JVM warmup runs and averaging over multiple runs, as described by Georges et al [34].

If an experiment is run without taking JVM startup time into account then the results may be negatively skewed. The JVM startup time may be removed as a factor by performing warmup runs and excluding these runs from the final average. This experiment performed 20 warmup runs prior to the execution of each test. It was found that past 10 warmup runs the effect on the results was negligible, so 20 was a good number.

A variety of variables are uncontrollable during the execution of a Java program, such as GC runs. GC runs may cause a spike in execution time. In order to account for this and to reduce the impact on the results, multiple executions of each test were performed and averaged. The number of runs per test was 20. Furthermore, the standard deviation was calculated for each test to illustrate confidences.

5.2.2 Limitations and Implications

The experiment did not include any data about whether a test passed or failed. This could have been useful as a failed test was often caused by forced termination, i.e., a time-out. In these events, the reported execution time for a test was quite large and did not provide useful information. While one option would have been to remove all prematurely terminating tests, this would have lost some information about the verification tool that was not force terminated. Therefore the tests were left in the experiment but could easily be removed from the generated graphs later on.

The extension translates the WyCS file format into the SMT-LIB file format. It then writes out the SMT-LIB translation to a temporary file before calling the external SMT solver to verify it. This process involves input–output (IO) operations, which are more costly than memory operations. Thus, the extension has an increased performance overhead when compared with WyCS. Unfortunately it was not clear how to remove this overhead to have a clean comparison of WyCS and Z3.

5.2.3 Results

Figure 5.1 compares the performance of WyCS and Z3 on the valid test group, likewise Figure 5.2 on the invalid test group. The graphs show the tests along the horizontal axis and the mean execution time on the vertical axis. The tests are ordered by the execution time of Z3 as a visual aid.

On the valid test group it can be seen that the tools performed both similarly and consistently on the majority of tests. A number of the tests showed the tools having execution times of larger than 600ms. These can be attributed to the tests being force terminated due to the tool’s inability to verify them. Thus, neither tool significantly outperformed the other.

The invalid test group showed both verification tools performing consistently across the tests, with WyCS performing better than Z3 often by more than a factor of 2. The main theory for this was due to the requirement for the extension to write out the SMT-LIB file
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before calling Z3 to verify it. The cost of IO operations is expensive compared to memory operations. While WyCS outperformed Z3, it was only by 25ms in the majority of cases which is negligible.

5.2.4 Discussion

The first positive conclusion that may be drawn from this experiment is that both tools are consistent across the majority of tests. This is important as it is undesirable to have the execution time of the Whiley compiler collection drastically increased by the use of verification.

It was hypothesised that Z3 would verify the tests faster than WyCS as it is a professionally developed tool, yet that was not the case as seen from this experiment. One theory for this was the fact that the extension had to write out the SMT-LIB file before calling Z3 to verify it. The cost of IO operations is expensive compared to memory operations. This would have caused an increase in the overhead for each call to run Z3. Another possible reason was due to the need to use quantifiers for encoding the WyCS data types in SMT-LIB; quantifier instantiation is an expensive process. Despite this result though, the difference between the tests is negligible in terms of consequence to the Whiley compiler collection. This experiment showed that using Z3 instead of WyCS would not improve performance, but neither would it significantly hinder it.

5.3 Experiment 3 – Whiley JUnit Tests

The Whiley JUnit tests are written in Whiley. They use the native language features of Whiley such as sets and maps. For each individual test, the test must be compiled using the Whiley compiler into the WyIL, WyAL, WyCS and SMT-LIB file formats before verification. This means the tests are testing the compiler collection as a whole and are more representative of the usage scenarios for the extension. Consequently, they are testing the ability of the extension and external SMT solver to verify representative and complex translations of Whiley programs.

5.3.1 Methodology

This experiment was the same as Experiment 1 (§ 5.1.1) with the following one difference: the Whiley test suite was used instead of the WyCS test suite.

5.3.2 Limitations and Implications

The limitations from Experiment 1 (§ 5.1.2) applied to this experiment. To recap, these limitations were the following: the inability to distinguish between an incorrect result and forced termination for a failed test; and the usage of different termination criteria (which only affected tests that were force terminated).

The use of the Whiley test suite introduced one further limitation; not all of the tests in the test suite use verification. This limitation only affected how the results from this experiment may be reported, not the results themselves. To elaborate by example, it is invalid to claim Z3 failed to verify 31.9% of the tests as some tests failed due to compiler errors rather than verification errors. It is however valid to claim that Z3 performed worse than WyCS and that the 77 failed tests can be attributed to the use of Z3 instead of WyCS. This limitation was not present in Experiment 1 as the tests that failed due to compiler errors were manually removed. This experiment however contained almost 1000 tests, which made it infeasible to manually remove them.
Figure 5.1: Execution time comparison between WyCS and Z3 (valid WyCS JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and compares the mean execution time for WyCS and Z3 on the valid WyCS JUnit tests. The horizontal axis lists each test ordered by Z3's performance to visually aid interpretation. The vertical axis is the mean execution time of each test (over 20 runs) in milliseconds. The error bars show one standard deviation. A number of tests had mean execution times larger than the maximum unit on the vertical axis, due to them timing out and hence it was not considered useful to scale the axes to them.
Figure 5.2: Execution time comparison between WyCS and Z3 (invalid WyCS JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and compares the mean execution time for WyCS and Z3 on the invalid WyCS JUnit tests. The horizontal axis lists each test, ordered by Z3’s performance to visually aid interpretation. The vertical axis is the mean execution time of each test (over 20 runs) in milliseconds. The error bars show one standard deviation. A number of tests had mean execution times larger than the maximum unit on the vertical axis, due to them timing out and hence it was not considered useful to scale the axis to them.
WyCS had 22 and 55 additional passed tests on the valid and invalid test groups respectively. Combined, that was 8.4% better than Z3. While this percentage is small, 77 failed tests for Z3 is significant.

5.3.4 Discussion

The statistics recorded in Table 5.2 show that WyCS performed better than Z3 for the verification of Whiley programs. However as explained in § 5.3.2, it is not valid to make claims on how much better WyCS performed. Experiment 4 in § 5.4 evaluates the Whiley benchmarks and would allow such claims to be made as the benchmarks are known to use verification.

A sample of failed tests for Z3 were looked at in detail to determine their reason for failure. It was found that many failed due to timing out. These tests were re-run with double the time-out value to ascertain whether increasing the time-out would help their verification. The re-runs all still failed due to timing out, suggesting that the time limitation may not have been the cause of their failure.

5.4 Experiment 4 – Whiley Benchmarks

The Whiley benchmarks are micro to medium-sized programs written in Whiley, ranging from simple mathematical functions such as Fibonacci to complex programs such as Chess. Some of the benchmarks facilitate verification, such as 006_queens. These benchmarks provided another method for comparing WyCS and the extension with Z3. This experiment provided a more accurate test of the extension’s verification abilities on representative and complex translations of Whiley programs than Experiment 3 (§ 5.3).

5.4.1 Methodology

The suite contains over 30 micro, small- and medium-sized benchmarks. In order to have a statistically unbiased experiment, fair selection criteria were required. A benchmark was selected for this experiment if it was a) of a micro or small size, b) compilable and c) designed for verification. A benchmark was considered designed for verification if it contained any requires, ensures or where keywords as they are directives for the Verification Condition Generator.

This experiment was run later than Experiments 1, 2 and 3. The version of Whiley and WyCS had been updated to 0.3.29. Z3’s version (4.1) remained the same.
The two verification tools were run over the selected benchmarks and the verification result was recorded. The configuration options for WyCS and the extension remained the same as in Experiment 1 (Appendix A).

5.4.2 Limitations and Implications

This experiment used a sample of the Whiley benchmarks as described above and thus, only a sample of Whiley language features were tested. This is a limitation on the experiment as it may have omitted some of Whiley’s key language features. In order to improve the experiment for future evaluations, additional benchmarks should be included. This would involve ensuring more benchmarks compile and are correctly designed for verification.

The definition of designed for verification in the selection criteria was quite loose. The definition did not guarantee the benchmark to be verifiable, e.g., some of the pre- and post-conditions may have been invalid. This limitation was not taken into account when the results were reported and so a result of verification unsuccessful did not necessarily mean the result was incorrect. The verification tool may be correct in that the given benchmark was unverifiable. Designing a program correctly for verification is a challenge in itself (e.g., developing loop invariants [37, 31]) and was considered out of scope of this experiment.

5.4.3 Results

Table 5.3 shows the results of WyCS and Z3 on the selected benchmarks. WyCS successfully verified 3 out of 12 of the benchmarks and reported 4 as unverifiable. Z3 only verified 2 out of 12.

A large number of the benchmarks Z3 failed to verify were due to time-outs. When re-running Z3 without a time-out value however, it reported function overloading ambiguities. Recall that utility functions (e.g., set add) had to be overloaded for each sort interpretation (§ 4.1.2 and § 4.1.3). Thus, function overloading ambiguities refers to the inability of Z3 to determine which function to call.

5.4.4 Discussion

The types of the failures (time-out, unknown, function ambiguities) highlight interesting differences between WyCS and the extension. Failures of function ambiguities showed that the translation process is difficult. While Z3 supports function overloading, this experiment showed that Z3 has difficulties in deducing which function to call.

A closer look at the benchmarks that failed due to function ambiguities was taken. Unfortunately, it was unclear exactly why the error was occurring. However, we theorised that it was potentially caused by either an error in the translation process or by Z3. Name mangling the utility function definitions (e.g., get or length) as opposed to overloading them may have helped to solve the issue.

An in-depth look at the rest of the benchmarks for the extension was taken. It was found that the verified benchmarks used only simple data types (e.g., integers and booleans) and no complex data types (e.g., sets). This showed that the extension is able to verify simple Whiley programs. The benchmarks that the extension failed to verify contained either more complex data types or a large quantity of assertions. This showed that the extension has difficulty with complex Whiley programs.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Whiley</th>
<th>Z3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>002_fib</td>
<td>Successfully verified</td>
<td>Returned unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>004_matrix</td>
<td>Verification unsuccessful</td>
<td>Reported function overloading ambiguities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>006_queens</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
<td>Reported function overloading ambiguities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>007_regex</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
<td>Reported function overloading ambiguities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>009_lz77</td>
<td>Verification unsuccessful</td>
<td>Reported function overloading ambiguities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>010_sort</td>
<td>Verification unsuccessful</td>
<td>Returned unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>012_cyclic</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>019_subseq</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>022_cars</td>
<td>Successfully verifies</td>
<td>Successfully verifies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>023_microwave</td>
<td>Successfully verifies</td>
<td>Successfully verifies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>024_bits</td>
<td>Verification unsuccessful</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102_conway</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
<td>Timed-out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Performance comparison between WyCS and Z3 (Whiley benchmarks). The verification tools (WyCS and Z3) were run over a sample of Whiley benchmarks. Each benchmark compiled, so the table reports the result of the verification attempt for each tool. The result timed-out refers to forced termination of the verification tool, e.g., for WyCS it means the maximum number of rewrite rules was reached.

5.5 Summary

Experiment 1 showed that WyCS and the extension with Z3 performed similarly on the WyCS JUnit test suite. This validated the idea of using an external SMT solver to verify Whiley programs by showing that it is possible to accurately encode the WyCS file format in SMT-LIB. The experiment further highlighted issues with individual WyCS language features or encodings. Specifically, some encodings introduced too many quantifiers and made it difficult for Z3 to perform verification. It was hypothesised that a solution to this limitation would have been to integrate at the WyAL level instead of WyCS (discussed as future work in § 7.1).

Experiment 2 further evaluated WyCS and the extension with Z3 on the WyCS JUnit test suite. It showed that Z3 took longer to execute but that the difference to WyCS was negligible when considering it as part of the whole compilation process.

Experiment 3 showed that WyCS performed better than the extension with Z3 on the Whiley JUnit test suite. However due to the experiment’s limitations it was not possible to make claims regarding how much the performance differed.

Experiment 4 showed that the extension with Z3 is able to verify simple Whiley programs. This was promising as it illustrated that despite some encodings of complex data types (lists, maps, etc.), the extension is able to perform the verification step in the Whiley compilation process. It further illuminated areas of future work for this project, e.g., removing the function overloading ambiguities.

Each experiment was completed using Z3 as the external SMT solver with the extension. This restricts some of the conclusions to this domain. Further experiments with alternative SMT solvers would help to solidify the conclusions made from the experiments.
Chapter 6

Additional Experiment

This chapter introduces the inner workings of WyCS and an additional experiment that analysed the most frequently used rewrite rules. WyCS is the SMT solver developed by David J. Pearce as part of the Whiley project. It takes a list of formulae and attempts to prove their satisfiability or unsatisfiability by using theorem proving techniques. Rewrite rules are a key part of manipulating the formulae in order to decide their satisfiability. They come in two forms, reduction rules and inference rules. Reduction rules are used to rewrite formulae into simplified or normalised equivalents while inference rules are used to infer new formulae given some existing formulae. More on the background and theory of this can be found below.

During verification there is a choice about a) which rewrite rules to apply b) to which formulae and c) in what order. Each of these decisions can affect the performance of WyCS. This experiment evaluates the usage of WyCS's rewrite rules in order to gain a greater understanding of their individual importance, specifically, what is the expected probability of a rewrite rule activating given a random test. A rule activation refers to each attempt of WyCS to use the rule (either successfully or unsuccessfully) on some formulae. A rule is defined as used if it is activated at least once during the test. The aim was to enable stronger justifications of rewrite rule selection criteria and also to indicate which rules should be optimised to best improve WyCS's performance.

6.1 WyCS Architecture

This section provides the background information about WyCS necessary to understand this experiment. The field of theorem proving is vast and complex and as such, a full and comprehensive guide is out of this project's scope.

WyCS has a search space which contains a list of the currently active formulae. WyCS further has a root formula and a list of rewrite rules, both for reductions and inferences. In order to apply a rewrite rule, an attempt is made to pattern match it against either the root formula or some subformulae of it. As mentioned above, reduction rules attempt to simplify or normalise some formulae, potentially making the search space smaller. Inference rules attempt to infer (create) new formulae from some existing formulae, making the search space larger.

As an example to explain this concept, take the following root formula where \( a \) and \( b \) are booleans and \( x, y \) and \( z \) are integers: \((a \land b) \lor (x \geq y \land \neg(\neg(y \geq z)))\). One reduction rule is the Not.2 rule, defined as \( \neg(\neg x) \rightarrow x \). This rule takes a double negation of any term and eliminates the negations. WyCS could try to pattern match the rule against the root formula, where it would find that it does not match the root formula itself, but does
match a subformula. After application of the reduction rule, the root formula would become \((a \land b) \lor (x \geq y \land y \geq z)\). A key idea here is that the formula was simplified, i.e., the formula has not increased in size. An inference rule on the other hand takes some formulae and infers some new formulae. An example inference rule is transitivity of inequalities: \(a \geq b \land b \geq c \rightarrow a \geq c\). Application of this rule to our reduced root formula would yield \((a \land b) \lor (x \geq y \land y \geq z \land x \geq z)\). Note how the formula has increased in size.

From the above example, it can be seen how the order of rule application affects the performance of WyCS; the transitivity of inequalities rule would not have matched the formula if applied before the negation elimination. Hence, it would have required an attempt to match the rule twice rather than once.

The verification process, while convergent (i.e., will terminate), may take an impractical amount of time. Therefore, WyCS has a maximum cap on the number of rewrite rules that may be applied before it forces premature termination. The default cap for WyCS is 500 reduction rules and 200 inference rules. Therefore efficient selection criteria for rewrite rules is a critical component of WyCS’s verification process.

WyCS has three rewrite modes, simple, static dispatch (the default) and global dispatch. Simple works by iterating through each formula in the search space and trying to apply every rewrite rule to it. Static dispatch is the default and is similar to simple, except that it only attempts to apply a rewrite rule to a formula if their types match. In this mode, a hash of types to applicable rules is pre-computed. Global dispatch follows a similar method to static dispatch, except that it iterates through each rewrite rule and attempts to apply each to every formula (in contrast to static dispatch where it iterates through each formula and attempts to apply every rewrite rule to it). The iteration order of the rewrite rules could be sorted by the most probable rule to be used or the most beneficial rule in terms of reducing the formulae. The WyCS rewrite modes lack this kind of knowledge about the rewrite rules, which is where this experiment comes in.

6.2 Experiment 5 – WyCS Rewrite Rules

This experiment answered the following question: what is the expected probability of a rewrite rule activating given a random test? The experiment evaluated the rewrite rule activation probabilities over the WyCS test suite. The WyCS test suite was used as it tests the different language features of WyCS. We believed it would provide the broadest range of scenarios in which different rewrite rules might be activated. The aim of this experiment was to enable more informed decisions regarding rewrite rule selection criteria and also to highlight which rules might provide the most performance benefit if optimised.

6.2.1 Methodology

Experiments 1, 2 and 3 split the tests up based on the test suite’s valid and invalid groups (recall Chapter 5). This experiment split the tests up based on whether they passed or failed. Recall that a failed test means that WyCS either got the wrong answer or the forced termination criteria was met. Further recall that WyCS’s termination criteria is the number of rewrite rule activations. It was theorised that the failed tests would thus have higher activation counts than the passed tests, hence the reason for separating the test suite up based on whether the tests passed or failed. Additionally, any tests that failed due to compiler issues were removed as they would provide no insight into the rewrite rule activations of WyCS.

Whiley and WyCS were at version 0.3.27 at the time of this experiment. The configuration options for WyCS followed as in Appendix A (omitting the irrelevant extension configuration options).
WyCS was run over each compilable test in the passed and failed groups and the rewrite rule activation counts were recorded. The following two statistical analyses for each rewrite rule were then conducted:

1. **Usage percentage**
   
The usage percentage is termed as the percentage of tests in which a rewrite rule was activated at least once. This statistic was useful for determining how widely used a rule was across all of the tests. Furthermore, this statistic allows informed decisions about which rules should be optimised.

2. **Expected activation probability**
   
The expected activation probability given a random test was calculated for each rewrite rule. The tests in each test group were uniformly distributed (i.e., each test had the same chance of occurring) and so the expected value calculation was equivalent to the mean of the rewrite rule’s activation probabilities. The activation probability of a rule in any given test was just its number of activations divided by the total number of rule activations. The expected activation probability allows informed decisions regarding which rules should be prioritised and optimised in WyCS.

### 6.2.2 Limitations and Implications

This experiment provided a method for calculating the expected activation probability of a rewrite rule given a random WyCS JUnit test. Thus, the conclusions are restricted to this domain; the expected activation probability of a rewrite rule on actual Whiley programs may be different. While this is a restriction on the use of the results, it is theorised that the activation probability of a rewrite rule given a random Whiley program would be similar. Further experiments over a sample of Whiley programs could validate this theory and solidify the conclusions drawn.

This experiment did not relate the usage percentage or expected activation probability to the WyCS language features. While not a limitation on the experiment itself, it would have provided a useful statistic. The statistic could allow for a rewrite rule heuristic that favoured rules dependent upon the language features used in the formulae.

### 6.2.3 Results

Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the usage percentage of the rewrite rules for the passed and failed tests. The horizontal axis shows the rule and the vertical axis the usage percentage. The usage percentage is the proportion of tests in which each rule was activated at least once. Interestingly, both graphs show a non-uniform usage of rules; some are used in many tests while others in near none. Furthermore, while there was a correlation between the rules from the passed and failed test groups, the most used rewrite rule differed (*Multiplication_2* and *Sum_4* for the passed and failed test groups respectively).

Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the expected activation probability of the rewrite rules for the passed and failed tests. The horizontal axis shows the rule and the vertical axis the expected activation probability. Each rule has positive error bars, showing one standard deviation. The majority of rules did not have an expected activation probability of more than 10%. The most likely rule to be activated given a random test was the same for both test groups, *Sum_4*. 
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Figure 6.1: WyCS rewrite rule usage (passed WyCS JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and ranks the WyCS rewrite rule usages for the passed WyCS JUnit tests. The usage of a rewrite rule is the percentage of passed JUnit tests in which it is activated at least once. The horizontal axis lists each rewrite rule, with the least used on the left-hand-side and the most used on the right-hand-side.
Figure 6.2: WyCS rewrite rule usage (failed WyCS JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and ranks the WyCS rewrite rule usages for the failed WyCS JUnit tests. The usage of a rewrite rule is the percentage of failed JUnit tests in which it is activated at least once. The horizontal axis lists each rewrite rule, with the least used on the left-hand-side and the most used on the right-hand-side.
Figure 6.3: WyCS rewrite rule activation probability (passed JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and ranks the WyCS rewrite rules' expected activation probabilities for the passed WyCS JUnit tests. As the passed tests were uniform (had an even chance of occurring), the expected activation probability for a single rewrite rule was equivalent to the mean of its activation probabilities for all tests. The horizontal axis lists each rewrite rule, with the least likely to be activated on the left-hand-side and the most likely to be activated on the right-hand-side. The error bars show one standard deviation.
Figure 6.4: WyCS rewrite rule activation probability (failed WyCS JUnit tests). This bar graph shows and ranks the WyCS rewrite rules’ expected activation probabilities for the failed WyCS JUnit tests. As the failed tests were uniform (had an even chance of occurring), the expected activation probability for a single rewrite rule was equivalent to the mean of its activation probabilities for all tests. The horizontal axis lists each rewrite rule, with the least likely to be activated on the left-hand-side and the most likely to be activated on the right-hand-side. The error bars show one standard deviation.
6.2.4 Discussion

The rewrite rule usage percentage varied greatly for both the passed and failed test groups. Of interest was the fact that the most used rules pertained to arithmetic operations, e.g., \textit{Sum}\_4, \textit{Sum}\_6, \textit{Multiplication}\_1 and \textit{Multiplication}\_2. It was initially thought that the most used rules would relate to boolean operations, e.g., \textit{And}\_4 and \textit{Or}\_1. This was because all formulae use predicate logic and hence could utilise the boolean rewrite rules to help decide their satisfiability. This potentially indicated that the formulae were already written in a normalised form in the tests themselves. Repeating this test for the Whiley test suite may yield different results.

The expected activation probability of the rewrite rules showed that \textit{Sum}\_4, \textit{Multiplication}\_2 and \textit{Multiplication}\_1 were the most likely to be activated given a random passed test. \textit{Sum}\_4, \textit{Multiplication}\_2 and \textit{Sum}\_2 were the most likely to be activated given a random failed test. The types of these rewrite rules are similar to the most used rewrite rules, that is, they all pertain to arithmetic operations. This statistic was unforeseen; the tests utilised a fair amount of other data types (e.g., sets and lists) yet these data types’ rewrite rules (\textit{Set}\_\text{SubsetEq}\_1, \textit{Set}\_\text{LengthOf}\_1, etc.) were not activated a large number of times. Based on these results showing that arithmetic-based rewrite rules are the most likely to be activated, it is concluded that the WyCS’s rewrite rule selection criteria would benefit from prioritising their activation and optimising them.

Clearly from both analyses, \textit{Sum}\_4 is one of the most used and most likely to be activated rewrite rules. \textit{Sum}\_4 reduces a summation expression that contains at least two constants down to one with one constant. In hindsight, it is not surprising that this rewrite rule came as one of the most used and most likely to be activated. This result suggests that any improvement to the implementation and efficiency of this rule could significantly aid the verification process. However, this rule is one of the more simple ones and actual efficiency improvements may be difficult to implement.
Chapter 7

Future Work and Conclusions

This chapter discusses the future work beyond this project and the conclusions drawn from the project as a whole.

7.1 Future Work

This project has laid the groundwork and more for using external SMT solvers for the verification of Whiley programs. The usage of SMT solvers has been validated as a hypothesis, but further work could be done to improve their performance in this area. Three main areas in particular were illuminated for future work throughout this project:

- **The integration point for the extension (discussed in § 3.2).** This project integrated at the WyCS level but integrating at the WyAL level may have alleviated some of the issues encountered during implementation and evaluation. The main issue was that integrating at WyCS meant there was a double encoding of some data types (i.e., lists and maps) in SMT-LIB. This meant there were more quantified conjectures for these encodings than would have been necessary if the extension integrated at the WyAL level.

- **Additional Whiley language features.** Whiley supports many advanced language features that are not yet supported by WyAL, WyCS and consequently, the extension. Once WyAL and WyCS support more of Whiley’s advanced language features (as they are planned to do), the extension will require additions to incorporate them. The language features foreseen to be required include recursive functions, composite types (e.g., unions) and subtyping relations. The incorporation of these language features presents an interesting challenge as the SMT-LIB file format does not lend itself to features of their nature.

- **Alternative SMT solvers such as CVC4.** The extension was chosen to target SMT-LIB in order to decouple it from any one external SMT solver. Unfortunately—while unplanned—the use of Z3 throughout the project had an effect on the implementation of the extension. In order to utilise alternative SMT solvers, small modifications may be required. For example, the extension overloads some functions (e.g., `get` and `length`) but some SMT solvers such as CVC4 do not support function overloading. Using name mangling instead of function overloading is one possible solution here.
7.2 Conclusions

To recap from § 1.1, this project contributed the following:

1. A method for using external SMT solvers for the verification of contracts in Whiley programs (Chapters 3 and 4).

2. An evaluation of the above method using the existing Whiley test and benchmark suites (Chapter 5).

3. An analysis of the most frequently used and most likely activated rewrite rules in WyCS, allowing for informed future development of rewrite rule selection criteria (Chapter 6).

The design and implementation of the extension (1) was successful; the evaluation of the extension (2) validated the hypothesis of using external SMT solvers for the verification of Whiley programs. The evaluation further showed that the extension outperformed WyCS on simple language features (booleans, integers, etc.) but lacked the ability to verify complex language features (sets, lists, etc.). An in-depth look was taken and it was identified that integrating the extension at the WyAL level instead of WyCS may alleviate this issue.

The design of the extension was modular and largely decoupled from any one external SMT solver, owing to it targeting the SMT-LIB standard language specification. This laid the groundwork for verifying Whiley with any external SMT solver, provided it supports SMT-LIB. The implication of this is vast; for example, it could allow for:

- The future development of solver-specific extensions for performance or language improvements.
- The (concurrent) use of multiple SMT solvers for the verification of Whiley programs.
- The use of the SMT-LIB benchmark suite to further evaluate WyCS and the extension.

This project additionally provided an analysis of WyCS’s rewrite rule activations (3), specifically, their expected probability. The statistics generated from this analysis showed that given a random WyCS test, the most likely rewrite rule to be activated is arithmetic-based (e.g., $\text{Sum}_4$). This information may be used to educate the WyCS rewrite rule selection criteria. Furthermore, it may be used to selectively optimise individual rewrite rules to improve WyCS’s performance. While the statistics were restricted to the domain of the WyCS test suite, it was theorised that there would be a correlation to Whiley programs and that the conclusions would remain valid. To validate this theory, our experiment could be re-run over the Whiley test suite or benchmarks.

Overall, the development of the extension for using external SMT solvers with Whiley was successful. Some interesting issues were encountered throughout this project and while some were overcome, others lead to potential future work (§ 7.1) that would further improve the extension.
Appendices
Appendix A

Evaluation Configuration Options

This appendix details the configuration options used in the evaluation (Chapter 5). Two configurations are detailed here, one for each verification tool being evaluated (WyCS and the extension).

- **WyCS**
  
  debug = false

  rwMode = STATICDISPATCH
  
  This option sets the rewrite mode of WyCS. Other modes available included SIMPLE and GLOBALDISPATCH.

  maxReductions = 500
  
  This option sets how many reduction rules may be activated before WyCS stops and returns unknown.

  maxInferences = 200
  
  This option sets how many inference rules may be activated before WyCS stops and returns unknown.

- **Extension**

  debug = false

  solver = Z3
  
  This option sets the target solver to use.

  timeout = 10
  
  This option sets how long in *timeout-unit* until the extension stops the external SMT solver and returns unknown.

  timeout-unit = SECONDS
  
  This option sets the timeout unit.
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